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ABOUT
PsyAsso is the Psychology Association of CHRIST (Deemed to be
University), Delhi-NCR. It is a ground that aims for holistic
development for its students by exposing them to psychology's
multifaceted discipline. The association is proud of the
enriching experiences and learnings that students acquire by
stepping out of their comfort zones. It helps students embrace
the growth in their personal and professional life while teaching
them the balance of the two and ensuring sensitive,
compassionate humans who venture out into the world.

'Meraki' is an essence of the life of CHRIST (Deemed to be
University) Delhi-NCR. It uses words to show the true spirit and
experiences that the campus provides. Written by students and
faculty members, it covers a diverse range of topics from
research insights to personal moments and creates a safe space
for all forms of art and people. 'Iridescence' is a monthly
newsletter initiative by the students of the Department of
Psychology. It aims to deliver literary content based on
different themes that would help lead up to Meraki's central
theme.

Our Mentors

Prof. A Sabu John
Assistant Professor

Prof. Sneha Saha
Assistant Professor

Dr. Bhawna Chaudhary
Assistant Professor

Introducing
PsyAsso Team
2020-21

President
Shreemayee Ray
Amateur painter, professional foodie and
full time ray of sunshine!

Vice President
Mimansa Purohit
I am someone who smiles for no reason and
lives for moments that can't be put into
words. Also, I get emotional when I see
chocolate.

Vice President
Athul Raj
I am the director, producer and actor
of my own life!

Secretary
Devika Bharany
A dog lover who is
looking forward to the
next adventure!

Joint Secretary
Nair Shravya Sunil
I know God is watching me, so I
try to make them laugh
at their creation.

Treasurer
Tweesha Chhatbar
Talk about food and you have all my
attention!

Creative Head
Sukirti
Making edits in life
because after all
it's my own masterpiece!

Media Head

Nayan-tara Krishnan
If I had horcruxes to hide pieces of my
soul into, they would be a camera, a pair
of earphones, and anything purple!

Association
Representative
1MPCL A
Betty Biju Varghese
Dancing and smiling my way
through life, one day at a time.

Class Representative
1MPCL A
Tanisha Gupta
Media pap.
Happy-go-lucky. Life enthusiast!

Class Representative
1MPCL A
Suneha Saran
Loving, Happy, and Bubbly. Just a happy
spirit who believes in positivity!

Association
Representative
1MPCL B
Niyati
Nutella is to me what Food is to Joey! (PS.
I can eat the entire jar in one go xD)

Association
Representative
1MPCL B
Shamayita
I aspire to be as confident
and carefree as Luna Lovegood. PS - I like the
Quibbler too!

Class Representative
1MPCL B
Amritha
We all start as strangers!

Class Representative
1MPCL B
Savarni Pant
I like work: it fascinates me. I can sit and
look at it for hours.

Class Representative
3MPCO
Rashi Shukla
I’m a learner who’s inhaling hope and
exhaling insecurities.

Class Representative
3MPCO
Mahi Modi
Trying to make my life moments more
colourful and creative when I approach it.

Association
Representative
1MPCO
Divya Shaiju
When life gives me lemons, I don't take them
cause I am allergic.

Class Representative
1MPCO
Harsha Sindhu V
My sense of humor is good. So good, I
laugh at myself all the time!

Association
Representative
1BPSYH
Annapurna
I do know that I have some kind of talent,
I just don’t know what it is yet!

Association
Representative
1BPSYH
Chesta Dev
My life is a series of awkward moments,
strung together by other awkward moments.

Class Representative
1BPSYH
Kamya Sridharan
To be or not to be? More like:
to do or not to do?

Class Representative
1BPSYH
Jahnnobi Roy
You can approach me to talk about anything
ranging from mental health and social
causes to cats and food!

Class Representative
1BPSYH
Paridhi Rastogi
As expressive as an emoji; Loves to eat pavbhaji. Reach out to her whenever you want;
And she loves to flaunt.

Association
Representative
3BPSYH
Shreya Gakhar
Of sunsets, sunrises, and everything in
between.

Association
Representative
3BPSYH
Tanvi Trivedi
Quirky, funny and witty. Humor is my
defense mechanism.

Class Representative
3BPSYH
Harshita Chandrasekaran
This too shall pass!

Class Representative
3BPSYH
Simran Kaur
Rescuing dogs and loving myself one day at a
time with art as my weapon.

Association
Representative
1PSEng
Veena Singh
A Life not lived for others is not a life!

Association
Representative
1PSEng
Anubha Chakraborty
Sometimes you have to lose the battle to
win the war!

Class Representative
1PSEng
P. Kavya Reddy
Making others smile from their heart is my
forever motto.

Class Representative
1PSEng
Sayma Fatima
Smiling and making others copy me while
doing that!

Class Representative
3MPCL
Areej Khalid
I am learning the art of becoming water;
resilient enough to flow through the rocks
of adversity and soft enough to pitter patter
on the soil of need.

Class Representative
3MPCL
Riya Munjely
You can call me CleopatRIYA... need
I say more?

Introducing
Team Meraki
2020-21

Creative Head
Anoushka Ghosh
I can sum up myself as an Epicure,
National level swimmer, Love travelling
(23 countries and counting) and have an
eye for aesthetics. Also, my talks are so
deep even the ocean gets jealous so you
may ignore when I speak Dostoevsky.

Editor
Ketaki Singh
I believe in the ability of words to
inspire understanding and
questioning, and love nothing more
than honest and scintillating
exchanges!

Editor
Karen Issac
Ubuntu. I believe in the magic of music
and the need for us as a society to be
kind to one another. Talk to me about
your favorite book or artist and you will
have all my attention.

Co-Editor
Shravani Agarwal
Closeted ‘Grammar Nazi’ and a
bilingual poet, I weave dreams out of
words and my ghungroo.

Co-Editor
Neha Nanda
I am a self-motivated ambivert who likes
reading Indian mythology, cooking, and
watching movies. I am a good listener and
an observer. .

Proofreader
Ashima Sahore
As a person, I thoroughly enjoy cooking
and eating various cuisines! I enjoy
listening to music while I work.

Content Creator
Mugdha Kale
People and poetry intrigues me, and I’m
in a committed relationship with
metaphors!

Designer
Anish Kullu
Just spicing my life with a pinch of chaat
masala and balancing life incidences
with salt. I enjoy cooking with a variety
of masalas.

Designer
Sulipi Biswas
I'm a bong girl, I believe I'm a very
good listener and a very patience and
calm person. I love to do all creative
works as my recreation.

Designer
Sherin Sabu
I love to watch cake decorating shows
and creating new things.

Columnist
Gaurav Wahi
I like to think of myself as a modern-day
nomad as I have moved so much.

PSYASSO EVENT CALENDAR 2020-21

8th September - Iridescence Inaugration
'Iridescence' is a monthly newsletter initiative by the students of the
Department of Psychology. It aims to deliver literary content based on
different themes, which would help lead up to Meraki's central theme.

23th September - Movie Making Competition
Inter-departmental event provides a creative outlet for students while
spreading awareness about mental health.

9th October - World Mental Health Day Celebration
Campus-wide celebration to promote Mental Health

22nd December - Spreading Christmas Cheer
Spreading Christmas cheer in the Community (A visit to NGO). The
Annual Christmas Celebration by the Department of Psychology,
where students celebrate the holiday with children by singing carols,
drawing, and handing out gifts and cake

14th April - Psychology Association
Valedictory and the Annual Magazine Release, the farewell ceremony
for the current office-bearers of PsyAsso, & the release of Meraki, the
Psychology Magazine

The team hopes to bring you engaging events
that spark your interest and help you learn
something new every step along with us
throughout the year!

